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MESSAGE FROM THE
TOURNAMENT DIRECTOR
It’s April and again we’ve had another fantastic
couple of months on the tournament scene.
With two Bream Series State Titles, a B.A.S.S.
Australia Nation round and the first of three
Australian qualifying rounds for the 5th Hobie
Fishing Worlds, it’s been busy to say the least.
Locally, both series are going from strength
to strength and abroad, preparations are well
underway for the Hobie Fishing Worlds with
organisers making sure everything is on track for
China in November.
As always thanks to our dealer network and our
great sponsors, Daiwa, Berkley, Atomic, Lowrance,
Rhino-Rack, Power-Pole, Ecogear, StrikePro,
Yamatoyo, Austackle, TT Lures, Mortgage Corp,
Hog’s Breath Café as well as ABT and B.A.S.S.
Australia Nation, without whose support, these
events would not be possible.
See you on the water!

Steve Fields
Tournament Director
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TACKLE BOX
2015 GEKKABIJIN 2004
With a genuine finesse pedigree at its core
and a new sleek and stylish design, the new
Gekkabijin 2004 features Magseal, a Magseal
line roller, Zaion and Air Rotor to tick all of the
boxes for even the fussiest of finesse anglers.
The Air Rotor is made of “Zaion”, a high-density
carbon resin that is light, strong and resists
corrosion, and is more balanced and sensitive
than any rotor system that’s come before.
Combined with the all-new Zaion Reel handle,
this finesse reel is extremely sensitive and has
“technology to feel”.
The shallow, large diameter ABS spool on the
Gekkabijin 2004 assists with trouble free line
management. The reverse taper of the spool
enables greater line control and increased
casting distance while minimising unwanted
line loops and tangles, allowing line to flow
freely in large coils with less casting friction.
The all-new Gekkabijin 2004 features the same
Magseal rotor and anti reverse system originally
introduced to the 2010 Certate with the added
benefit of a Magsealed Line Roller.

STRIKE PRO ASTRO VIBE 45
A critical feature of any finesse reel
that is being used with ultralight lines
is a super light drag that can deliver
even, smooth pressure to minimise line
breakages. The UTD (Ultimate Tournament
Drag) system of this reel maintains smooth
drag consistency through long runs
without excess heat buildup.
Graced with a stylish design and
with technological innovations
bursting at the seams,
the new Gekkabijin 2004
delivers a highly sensitive,
high
performance
spin
reel
designed
specifically for the
finesse angler.

Strike Pro’s much anticipated new Astro Vibe
45 is sure to be a hit this winter over the vibing
season. This lure has already won a Hobie
Bream event this season with it helping Joel
Crosbie secure the win at the Marlo round in
February.
The Astro Vibe combines the best of both
World’s, a metal blade and a rattling vibe.
The Astro Vibe incorporates a Polycarbonate
Belly with small inbuilt rattles for added sound
which can be handy when the water is slightly
discoloured.
It also allows for a transparent finish to be
achieved in a metal blade and the belly section
is UV for added attraction.
The Astro Vibe 45 is 4.5cm long, weighs
9.6grams and comes fitted with Owner. It is
available in 8 superb colours.
The Astro Vibe is deadly on Bream, Bass,
Estuary Perch, Yellowbelly, Mulloway, Flathead
and Redfin.

For more information visit
www.daiwafishing.com.au.

To find out more on the Strike Pro range visit
the website at www.jurofishing.com.
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TACKLE BOX
BANANA BOAT 87

AUSTACKLE VERTO IS LOADED WITH FEATURES!

Austackle has released an upsized version of the popular Banana
Boat 68 - Perfect for when you want that famous erratic, surface/
subsurface action, but when a larger and louder presentation is
required.

5.2:1 Gear Ratio, 6kg Max Drag and 10+1 Stainless
Steel Anti-Corrosion Bearings, coupled with a light weight,
composite body and smooth drag, these reels are built for
maximum performance at an affordable price!

At 87mm long, and weighing in at 6.5grams, Banana Boat 87 is
easy to throw, making it a great choice for big searching casts or
as an upgrade lure on bigger Bream or larger species such as
Bass, Mangrove Jack, Barra, Tailor, Kingfish …. The list goes on!

Verto delivers enhanced casting distances compared with
standard spin reels by utilising an oversized spool and
arbour. Available in 2000 and 2500 sizes, Verto ticks all
boxes!

Banana Boat is the ultimate multi species lure!

For stockists and more information
visit www.austackle.com.

See www.austackle.com for stockists and more information.
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TACKLE BOX
ZMAN KHAKI CAPS & VISORS

MEGABASS MAGDRAFT

ATOMIC SEEKERZ EWG MONSTER

The growing popularity of ZMan’s 10X Tough ElaZtech soft plastics
has also seen an increase in the range of ZMan apparel available
to Australian anglers who are keen to share their passion for
both the sport of fishing and the ZMan brand. ZMan headwear
was originally available in a variety of Realtree camo designs and
a black flatty, however after numerous requests from anglers a
selection of Khaki models are now available.

The Magdrive features a soft plastic body equipped with the
revolutionary MAG-HOLD SYSTEM which secures the treble hook
alongside the belly via an internal magnet, increasing hook-up
ratios by holding the hook up closer to the lure.

Atomic, makers of a range of soft and hard
bodied lures, soft plastics and jigheads have
just release a new weighted worm hook perfect
for weedless presentations of all your favourite
soft plastics. Called the Weighted EWG Monster,
it is available in 5/0 and 6/0 hook sizes and is
built on a high quality chemically sharpened
Gamakatsu EWG Monster hook.

New additions include a 100% cotton twill Khaki Cap (#8004),
Khaki Trucker Cap (#8005) and a stylish Khaki Visor (#8006), all
with an adjustable Velcro closure for a snug fit.

Magdrive also features two side fins designed to prevent an
unnatural rolling action, and act as miniature weed-guards to
protect the treble hook when it is in its magnetized position. It
also features robust wire-through construction.

• Weight 1/1/4 oz
• Length 6in

SRP: $19.95
www.z-man.com.au.

Visit www.atomiclures.com.au for more info.

Suitable for just about any soft plastics lure,
the hook is mid-weighted in 1/4, 1/6 and 1/8oz
weights meaning it will sink horizontally and can
be used anywhere you are looking to present a
horizontally slow sinking weedless plastic. They
will be perfect in shallower water for offshore
species such as snapper and kingfish but also
will be critical when chasing impoundment
barra among weed beds.
The innovative spiral (worm keeper) affixed
to the eye acts to hold the front end of your
soft plastic and stop it from spinning. It has
been designed so you can twist the plastic on
creating a secure hold which is not going to tear
when casting.
For more information, visit
www.atomiclures.com.au.
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MALLACOOTA
ROUND 3: VICTORIA

HOBIE KAYAK BREAM SERIES PRESENTED BY DAIWA

TONY PETTIE FROM TRARALGON IN VICTORIA SMASHES THE FIRST OF THE
AUSTRALIAN HOBIE FISHING WORLDS QUALIFYING ROUNDS, AT MALLACOOTA
IN VICTORIA’S NORTH EAST.
On March 14 and 15, 2015, 78 of the countries
finest kayak anglers from Victoria, New
South Wales and the ACT descended on the
popular holiday town of Mallacoota in Victoria
to compete in round 3 of the Hobie Kayak
Bream Series presented by Daiwa.
While anglers were looking for the round
win, they were also chasing points towards
Angler of the Year (AOY), Rankings and, most
importantly, the 2 spots on the Australian
Hobie Fishing Team heading to the 5th Hobie
Fishing World Championships to be held
later in the year on Shang Lake in China.
On both mornings, the anglers headed off
from the Power-Pole starting line, splitting in
direction with half the field heading for “Top
Lake” & “The Narrows” and the other half
opting for “Bottom Lake”. It was those who
worked Bottom Lake who seemed to bring
the bigger bream to weigh-in each day.

More than half the field brought full bags
of 3 bream to the tournament director each
day and a total of 304 bream, weighing
207kg were presented to the weigh master
over the course of the two days before being
released back into the system. Day 1 leader
and eventual tournament winner Tony Pettie
from Traralgon in Victoria had a solid 3
bream bag for 2.86kg going into the second
day of the tournament.

Pettie held on to the number 1 position on
the Lowrance Leaderboard netting the first
place on the Aussie team for the Worlds in
China, a qualifying position in the Australian
Championship, as well as an excellent
sponsor prize pack and a $2,245 cheque
for his efforts. Tony also took home an
additional $100 for landing the Hog’s Breath
Café BOSS HOG Big Bream with his 1.24kg
bag kicker from day 1.
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Consistency was the name of the game as Tony laid out his plan
of attack:
“On day 1, I got my bag by 7:30 on the Goodwin Sands, near the
green marker posts, and then went looking for bigger fish. I went
down to Cemetery Bight and managed 1 upgrade. I then came
back to the back of the Goodwin sands near Dorran Bight, this
is where I managed to catch the Boss Hog. I then moved to the
other side of the Goodwin Sands and managed another couple
of upgrades.”
“Gotta love the reverse start. On day 2 I went back to my first spot
from day 1 and found 10 to 15 others there, it was terrific to see
everyone hook up but me. I moved down the Goodwin Sands a bit
and caught my first fish, 10 min latter I had caught another 3. I
moved to where I had caught my biggest fish on day 1 which paid
off with 2 more upgrades. I then moved into Dorran Bight where
I lost 1 fish, the only touch that I did get. I went back to my hot
spot and got another quality upgrade. My day 2 bag weighed 3.21
kg and kept me in first place.”

WINNING TACKLE

REPRESENTATIVE HONOURS

• Rod: 		

N.S. One Black Hole. MS702UL

• Reel:

Daiwa Aird 2000

• Line:

4lb Firelight Crystal

Pettie summed up his feelings on being the first to make
the squad to represent Australia at the Hobie Fishing World
Championship in China this November.

• Leader: 4lb FC Rock
• Lure:
		

Jackall Chubby in Sugi Shrimp
and Cultiva Mirror Shad

WINNING WAYS
Pettie had no doubts about what gave him the winning edge in
the tournament.
“I just wanted to work Goodwin Sands. I’ve done alright there
before. It holds good fish. There’s a bit of channel there so I was
just fishing the shallows and bringing it down in to the deeper
water with a slow roll and an occasional pause and twitch”.

“I had a really good couple of days, loads of fun and
winning a spot on the Australian team is just awesome.
I just have to let the wife know now”.
HOG’S BREATH CAFÉ BOSS HOG BIG BREAM
Pettie also brought home the bacon, after catching the
tournament’s biggest fish, a 1.24kg bream, taking the Hog’s
Breath Café Boss Hog Big Bream cheque. The Hog’s Breath
Café Boss Hog Big Bream was caught on day 1 of the tournament
at the back of Goodwin Sands using a Jackall Chubby in Sugi
Shrimp (Pictured).
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BEN PHAYER TAKES SECOND AND
THE SECOND POSITION ON THE
AUSTRALIAN TEAM FOR HOBIE
FISHING WORLDS 2015
Ben Phayer from Victoria followed up a 1.94kg
bag of 3 bream on day 1, with an impressive
day 2 bag of 3.18kg for an accumulated 6 fish
weight of 5.12kg. This was short of the top
prize by .95kg, but enough to give him a 200
gram lead over third place finisher, Joshua
Smith also from Victoria. Phayer recounted
his weekend’s efforts on the water.
DAY 1.
“I knew that the Goodwin Sands was a
productive area so I planned to fish there
but by 10:30 I didn’t have a fish. Shortly after
I worked out that the fish were on the flats
in very shallow water and got my first and
second fish quickly but the third eluded me
at this stage. I then headed to the front of the
flats where there was a really rocky area in
only 300mm of water. BANG… Got my third of
over a kilo, finishing with a respectable bag
of 1.94kg placing in 19th but way under the
2.5kg average expected to get a top 5 place.”
DAY 2.
“I was confident that the same area would
produce fish especially with the strong
winds forecast. I got to the sands inside the
southern green channel marker. First cast…
a kg+ fish, second cast another. Hmm maybe
a good day…. As the storm rolled across
with the wind and rain the fish shut down.
After a few hours I had a bag but needed to
upgrade the small fish to go with the 2kg

plus in the well. I went back to where I got
the other fish and yet again almost first cast
I had my upgrade. I was confident that this
was the biggest bag I had ever weighed in
and thought a top 10 may have been in reach.
My bag weighed 3.18kg putting me straight
in 1st place…. WOW! The nerves started.” On
earning a spot on the Australian team Phayer
said. “Finishing 2nd place!!! To qualify for the
Australian Championship was my aim for the
season but to qualify for the Hobie Worlds in
China is an honour and a dream come true.”
TACKLE USED

• Rod: 		

Bendem Custom

• Reel:

Daiwa Sol 2004

• Line:

Sun line PE 6lb

• Leader: FC Rock 3lb
• Lure:

Imakatsu Wasp

MORTGAGE CORP MONSTER MOVER
The Monster Mover for Round 3 was Steven
Pryke who moved up 32 places. After
finishing day 1 in 63rd position with no fish,
Steven went on to smash it on day 2 and with
a 3 fish bag for 3.04kg.
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HOBIE FISHING NEWSLETTER

SUBSCRIBE
NOW
For an in depth update on everything that’s happening within the
Hobie Kayak Fishing tournament scene and more, subscribe to the
newsletter and have it delivered, direct to your inbox, every month!
Don’t forget, you can also download past issues and catch up on
everything that’s happened so far.

GRAB YOUR PAST ISSUES NOW
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TALLOWA DAM
HOBIE B.A.S.S. AUSTRALIA NATION KAYAK SERIES

JOE CRUST FROM SYDNEY TAKES OUT ROUND THREE OF THE HOBIE B.A.S.S.
AUSTRALIA NATION KAYAK SERIES AT TALLOWA DAM IN NEW SOUTH WALES.
On Sunday March 29, Bass anglers from up
and down the east coast gathered at Tallowa
Dam, 160km south of Sydney to compete in
round three of the Hobie B.A.S.S. Australia
Nation Kayak Series.
The 43m high dam holds water from a 5 821sq
km catchment area and forms a 930 hectare
lake. It is unique for its massive mechanical
fish lift, which transports fish over the
dam wall in a 2 500L bucket, assisting the
migration of 10 native fish species between
the upper and lower areas of the river.
A large field of the country’s best Bass kayak
anglers headed off in excellent conditions
from the Power-Pole Starting Line in the
catch-photo-release (CPR) tournament. The
majority of the field made the long trip up the
eastern arm of the waterway in search of Big
Bass hiding in snags at Beehive Point but
it was two cunning anglers, who decided to
fish the basin directly in front of the launch
site, who picked up first and second for the
day and saved their legs a workout in the
process.

At the end of a fantastic day’s fishing it was
Joe Crust from Sydney in New South Wales
who took out the major prize with a 115
cm total aggregate fish length for 3 Bass.
Richard Robson from Bowral in New South
Wales followed closely, missing the top spot
by 1cm, with 114cm and Glenn Hayter, also
from New South Wales, took third place on
the podium with his 107 cm bag.
Joe Crust summed up his tournament when
asked to outline his plan of attack and to
share some of the strategies and techniques
he used in the session.
“During the pre-fish I’d pedaled about an
hour and a half towards Beehive Point
and not really done any good. I was here
previously and the fishing was really good on
the edges but yesterday there was nothing
there.”
“I caught up with Richard (Robson) around
the front of the event site and we spotted a
couple of schools so we went round together
and sorted out a bit of a milk run. As soon as
one school got tired and stopped biting we’d
run to the next spot and just keep circulating
the spots.”
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“We were fishing in about 5 – 7 meters of water
and it seemed like the Bass were balling the
mosquito fish up against the drop offs and we
would just cast into that and they would come
in, eat them and go back out again.”
WINNING WAYS

It was really all about not spooking the fish.
Thinking about what’s going on beneath you
and being mindful of that. We were releasing
the fish a long way away so as not to put a
distressed fish back into the school and freak
the others out, sending them off the bite.
WINNING TACKLE

• Rod: 		

Daiwa Generation Black

• Reel:

Daiwa Certate 2000

• Line:

Berkley 4lb Fireline Crystal

• Leader: Sunline VHard 5lb
• Lure:
		

1/8 and a 3/16th Jighead on camo
coloured grub

RICHARD ROBSON FROM BOWRAL, NEW
SOUTH WALES, HOOKS SECOND
Robson netted a catch of Bass that measured
short of the tournament winner by just 1cm, but
it was enough to give him an overall advantage
in length of 7cm cm over third place finisher
Glenn Hayter.

Robson joins Crust in qualifying for the 2015
Hobie B.A.S.S. Australia Nation Kayak Series
Australian Championship on Hinze Dam,
Queensland from October 31 to November 1
this year.
TACKLE USED

Describing his day on the water, Robson said.

• Rod: 		

Majorcraft Rods 7’4″ 2-4lb

“Joe and I sorted out a bit of a plan yesterday
and we worked out there were a few schools
we found directly in front of the Hobie tent. We
worked on those knowing that sometimes it’s
good to team up on them, it keeps fish active
and keeps things fun.”

• Reel:

Shimano Saros 1000s

• Line:

Stren Microfuse 2lb

”We basically did a circuit of the main basin
of Tallowa where the fish are staging at the
minute and just constantly caught fish on a
vertical grub and retrieve. Had an absolute ball
and caught between 40-50 fish today with lots of
upgrades. It didn’t really shut down until the last
hour of the day. We’ve had an absolute ball, out
here, fishing with a best mate, I’ve got a really
good bass thumb and we’ve picked up first and
second”.

• Leader: Nitlon 5lb
• Lure:
		

3” Camo GrubZ on 1/6 Dam Deep
Nitro Jigheads

HOG’S BREATH CAFÉ BOSS HOG BIG BASS
Brad Chin from Heathcoate in New South
Wales picked up his Hog’s Breath Cafe Boss
Hog Big Bass after making the slog up to
Beehive Point and landing an impressive 46 cm
Australian Bass on an Atomic 2.5” Paddle Tail
Black and Gold

“I picked it up around midday in one of the
little bays near Beehive. I dropped one at
the boat that would have upgraded me a
few centimetres but I’m happy with the
46cm that got me the cheque.”
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Loaded with features the 2015 Hobie®
Outback is kitted out with the
comfortable Vantage CT seat, it has
increased stability and is loaded with
thoughtful features such as molded-in
rod holders, generous below deck
storage options, and the smooth Twist
and Stow rudder. The versatile Outback
is ready for your next outdoor adventure.
The MirageDrive® has revolutionised
kayak angling by allowing you to fish as
you pedal the kayak with your feet. Now
with Glide Technology, resistance is
further reduced, giving you more power
per stroke for a smoother, more efficient
ride than ever before.
Find out more at hobiecat.com.au
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PAYNESVILLE
ROUND 6: VICTORIA

HOBIE KAYAK BREAM SERIES PRESENTED BY DAIWA

PAYNESVILLE, VICTORIA, 19TH APRIL 2015: IT WAS A WET AND WILD WEEKEND
AT PAYNESVILLE AS 55 ANGLERS HIT THE WATER IN ROUND 6 OF THE HOBIE
KAYAK BREAM SERIES PRESENTED BY DAIWA.
There’s no denying it was a tough event for
most anglers with only 62 bream presented
to the tournament director over the course
of the weekend. Many fish were seen over
the two days but unfortunately proved too
difficult to convert for most.
DAY 1

On day 1, overcast skies and light rain, which
persisted throughout the day, greeted the
anglers as they headed off from the PowerPole Starting Line. However, the forecast of
10–20 knot winds didn’t eventuate during the
session, perhaps contributing to a slow edge
bite.
The arena proved difficult for anglers with
only 25 competitors bringing fish to the
weigh master. Many reported “seeing”
bream under boat hulls but were not able to
excite the bite while others reported getting
busted off around structure and made plans
to tie on heavier leaders for the second day
of the tournament.

At the end of day 1, Richard Somerton from
Victoria was the TT Lures leader of the day,
bringing back a solid 3 bream bag for 2.35kg.
He was followed by fellow Victorians, Nathan
Prezioso, with 3 bream for 1.8kg and Mitch
King with 2 bream for 1.76kg. Mitch King,
also from Victoria, led the Hog’s Breath
Cafe, Boss Hog Big Bream with the heaviest
fish of the day weighing in at 1.05kg
DAY 2

The wet weather continued on day 2 and
winds picked up to the forecasted 20 – 30
knots. Many anglers hoped that the wind
would turn on the bite for the second day of
competition but unfortunately it was another
tough day on the water.
At the conclusion of the tournament,
Richard Somerton held on to his day 1 lead
and claimed the top prize with 6 bream for
a total weight of 4.96kg. Nathan Prezioso
maintained his number 2 position with 6 for
4.09kg and Rick Massie also from Victoria,
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climbed 16 spots to take 3rd place and the
Mortgage Corp Monster Mover with a total of 4
bream for 2.96kg.
Somerton laid out his plan of attack for the
tournament. “My plan coming in was to fish
some flats that I’d scoped out a few weeks back
but the fish just weren’t on them so I had to go
to ‘Plan B’ and just hit boat hulls, jetties and
pontoons.”

“I went over to the flats on Saturday morning
and there was a lot of grey mud from where the
swans had been working so I thought I’d throw
a sand coloured Cranka Crab on it, so it would
stick out a bit, but I didn’t get anything.”
“I moved down to a couple of pontoons, I was
throwing a black crab and I snagged up and lost
it. I only had the sand coloured Cranka handy so
I threw that and bang, got an 800 gram fish! So I
thought ‘Ok then’ and just stuck with it and then
all my fish just came on those.”
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“I worked pontoons and boat hulls up and down
the straights and got my bag. Then I moved
down to the lake and fished a couple of jetties
down there and got a kegger upgrade on a
Black Crab so I was very happy!”
WINNING TACKLE.

• Rod: 1–4kg Duffrod HySTIX
• Reel: Daiwa Certate 2000
• Line: TD sensor 6lb
• Leader: 6lb FC rock
• Lure: Cranka Crabs in Sand and Black
WINNING WAYS.

“Definitely the sand coloured crab! I would
throw it in and let it sit on the bottom and hop
it and slightly drag it and let it sit, and sit, and
sit. It was a lot harder on Sunday with the wind
because you’ve got to keep watching that line.”

2nd place getter Nathan Prezioso also found
the fishing tough. “I hit Newland’s Arm on both
days. I pre fished there a couple of weeks ago
and saw heaps of bream but couldn’t get them
to convert. I just took my chances and headed
back to where I’d seen fish to see if I could get
them to bite. I didn’t catch more than three on
each day, with no upgrades, it was tough but it
paid off I guess.”
TACKLE USED

• Rod: Austackle featherlight K series
• Reel: Austackle Verto 2000
• Line: Austackle Krypto micro braid 6lb
• Leader: Austackle Premium fluorocarbon 4lb
• Lure: Austackle Sakana

HOG’S BREATH CAFE, BOSS HOG BIG BREAM
AWARD
Tony Pettie took out the Hog’s Breath Cafe,
Boss Hog Big Bream Award with his 1.1.kg
kegger that he picked up near the mouth of the
Mitchell using a Jackal Chubby in Brown Suji
Shrimp (pictured).
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DEALER SUPPORT PROUDLY PROVIDED BY THE HUNTER, NEWCASTLE AND CENTRAL COAST’S HOME OF HOBIE, HUNTER WATERSPORTS. 							

HUNTERWATERSPORTS.COM | 02 4947 7899
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RND DATE

EVENT LOCATION

DAYS

R01

FEB
01

QLD | Lake MacDonald
Australian Championship Qualifier

One

R02

MAR
01

VIC | Blue Rock Lake
Kayak Only - Australian Championship Qualifier

One

R03

MAR
29

NSW | Tallowa Dam
Kayak Only - Australian Championship Qualifier

One

R04

MAY
31

QLD | Mary River
Australian Championship Qualifier

One

R05

JULY
19

QLD | Lake Wivenhoe
Australian Championship Qualifier

One

AUS
CHP

OCT-NOV
31-01

QLD | Hinze Dam
Australian Championship

Two

RND DATE

EVENT LOCATION

R01

FEB
07 - 08

VIC | Bemm River
Vic State Titles

R02

FEB
21 - 22

R03

DAYS

RND DATE

EVENT LOCATION

DAYS

Two

R09

JUN
28

NSW | Sydney Harbour
Run by SBS

One

VIC | Marlo
Australian Championship Qualifier

Two

R10

JUL
25 - 26

QLD | Gold Coast
Qld State Title

Two

MAR
14 - 15

VIC | Mallacoota
Hobie Fishing World Championship Qualifier 1

Two

R11

AUG
09

NSW | St Georges Basin
Run by SBS

One

R04

MAR
22

NSW | Clyde River
NSW State Title - Run by SBS

One

R12

AUG
22 - 23

QLD | Redcliffe
Hobie Fishing World Championship Qualifier 3

Two

R05

MAR
29

WA | Mandurah
WA State Title - Run by WA Bream Classics

One

R13

AUG
30

WA | Perth
Run by WA Bream Classics

One

R06

APR
18 - 19

VIC | Paynesville
Australian Championship Qualifier

Two

R14

OCT
17 - 18

NSW | Georges River
Australian Championship Qualifier

Two

R07

MAY
16 - 17

NSW | Forster
Hobie Fishing World Championship Qualifier 2

Two

AUS TBA
CHP

Australian Championship
To Be Announced

Two

R08

JUNE
20 - 21

SA | Nelson
Run by Vic Bream

One

